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FEEL THE ENORMITY

ABOUT ENORMITY

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nick Milligan embarked on an entertainment journalism career in 2002. Since that time he has become one 
of Australia’s most respected film and music pundits, interviewing everyone from Matt Damon to Alice Cooper 
and Bret Easton Ellis. His articles have appeared in publications such as Rolling Stone, Hotpress, Frankie and 
Smash Hits. Milligan is the former editor-in-chief of Reverb Magazine and the former Music and Film Editor of 
YEN magazine. 

“Raunchy and rowdy, poetic and perplexing, Milligan’s Enormity is aptly named. Much like 
another favourite Aussie export, Nick Cave, Milligan doesn’t shy away from the grotesque and 
the absurd as he shines his light on the terrible beauty of the human condition. This is 
compelling fiction that leaves you wanting more...”

- Jace Everett, writer/performer of True Blood theme song ‘Bad Things’
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Enormity is the debut novel of acclaimed entertainment journalist Nick 
Milligan. Drawing on both his experiences in the music industry and dark 
imagination, the author has weaved a fiercely original tale that combines 
elements of horror, science fiction, satire and erotica. 

Four years in the making, Enormity is available worldwide as a  
paperback and ebook via Amazon, as well as in Abicus and MacLean’s 
booksellers in Newcastle.

“Full of playful ideas leavened with lots of sex, Enormity is a  
witty excursion into male fantasy that will appeal to readers 
who enjoy authors such as Max Barry or James Hawes. Milligan 
writes with ease and exuberance and this fun novel is ideal for a 
rainy day in bed.” - The Australian

Jack is the most famous rock star in the world… he’s just not from this planet.

Before joining NASA’s space programme, Jack had dreams of a career as a professional musician. When a 
deep space mission goes awry, he crashes on an alien planet. Jack discovers that his new world is inhabited 
by a race of humans that have evolved in parallel to those on Earth - an identical species. He picks up a guitar 
and performs the most wondrous rock songs of his home planet. Neil Young. Leonard Cohen. Bob Dylan. 
Superstardom beckons as audiences around the globe revere Jack and his apparent songwriting abilities. He 
basks in the boundless glow of a hedonistic dream world. But Jack soon learns that his lie will have sinister 
consequences.

Enormity will weave a dark magic over you – even beyond its shocking conclusion.


